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Schizophrenia and Vertex-coma
#################
„All informations are there, but nobody how shares it correctly“ - like the german music band Welle
Erdball would said it.
And so its with science – because nearly nobody has the idea to think so different, that a new point
of view comes out – with the sense of the beginning
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####################
1. What is schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is in modern theorys a to much of dopamine in the brain. Dopamine is for learning
and handling of informations.
Schizophrenia has a lot of meanings, from short differents in point of view of reality like smelling
of things that arent there till to full getting insane and to lost reality – or even to have fear that
somebody is after the client.
Modern science says schizophrenia comes on two ways: one way is from tumors, the other way is to
get it through stress.

But I think the stuff with the stress is bullshit – and the factor with dopamine isnt the whole theory –

there is also a theory that dopamine productions get high from other facotrs and that its not the
reason for schizophrenia on non biological ways.
######################
2. Whats about the stress?
Lets write a true stuff about stress – its ot the real point – like on my own experience I know its not
the stress – its more a complete going away from reality – through a missig link between own
experience and reality.
And this could go into a coma – vertex-coma.
#####################
3. Theory of vertex-coma
Vertex-singals or vertex-level is between beeing awake and state of dreaming.
What would be, if schizophrenia isnt a „psychotic episode“, more a transformation of brain into
state of sleeping with open eyes. That would explain hallucinations like people with no sleep get.
That means it could be logical to forget things of „psychotic episode“, because it was a „dream“
while beeing awake.
############################
4. How vertex-coma happens
A longer turn away from the own path, like a rebellion or wrong doings could fall into a big inner
conflict. That can be showed in different acting from ussual ways – that could be a sign for early
illness.
That means the client knows whats going on, but to protect himself he isnt going on it – and he dont
know how to help himself, because the client never learned. Even to get help is hard, because the
state that the client is on, is „normal“ for him or turns into normal point of view.
#################
5. Harmless endings
Harmless endings of conflicts could be a depression, or a „normal“ mania without „psychotic“
content.
But if its getting stronger, „war“ happens.

###############################
6. What happens when „war“ happens
When „war“ happens, client cant handle the conflict anymore and he starts to go away from reality.
Thats why vertex-state starts, and earth is beeing viewed at another point of view – it comes to the
typical „psychotic“ elements of schizophrenia.
But what that means isnt like beeing in reality – its a dream that starts. On one side it can be a
wonderfull feeling like an LSD trip – on othe other side it can be pure insane.
The working of LSD and dopamine is in the same parts of brain – so here is a familier point for
dopamine theory – BUT it can be also because of dreaming.
If a depression comes into vertex-coma or what science called schizophrenia – it can also be that
dopamine is less in use in depression phase – and now there is to much and it goes into vertexcoma.
Clients starts now to build a dream world – autonome from any controll – because he doesnt know
that its more a dream, he takes all what his senses gave him into a logical order – like acting in a
dream at night.
A point for this is for example the autistic part of „psychotic episodes“.

################################
7. Factors for going into vertex-coma
################################
A factor for going away from reality can be to have that point of view – that the world is „over
powerfull“ and feelings for beeing alone in this world – so client is no longer able to handle
problems.
Doesnt matter if tests at school or other experience in life – if the mind of client doesnt agree – and
if the point of view is to big – it comes to an inivsible conflict.
This would be a big conflict – but not really – because normaly clients dont see it in that way – thy
just dont agree with the stuff.
So it would be usefull to think about if what the doing is and what the will is – if there is a base for
both.

#############################
8. Drugs and „psychotic episodes“
A big factor for „psychotic episodes“ are drugs – most of it use of mariuhana.
Every „trip“ is the sign of dying brain cells – with strong marijuaha its most of it a coma based state
of brain – where clients think to solve problems.
But there is a big stress factor – coming down again from drugs.
Now its not normal stress – its more the will to stay away from reality – that means the client doesnt
come back from drug episoe and starts to have fear – like „will I ever be clear again“ - even he is
clear. But marijuana and other stuff turned strong in last years – so trip can be longer – and the
feeling for beeing normal could fly away.
So the stress factor isnt the drug for itsself – its more the coming clear again with the inner-self and
with the world.
With drugs you can feel alone very strong – or even feel that your connected to all – but both can be
a problem while becoming clear again,

######################
9. Why the way into coma?
To know why clients go into vertex-coma is based on the question for what a coma is – like an
artifical coma, for example with a lot of marijuana, it helps body to solve problems, to calm down.
That means pain are less in sense and it comes to a big feeling for positve or negative seses – that
can help to solve problems.
But if this goes to much – like in psychotic episodes it seems that thinking is automaticly – a coma
at state of awake is dangouros.
So mind says „good bye“ to reality and brings body into another level – like I wrote before its a
dream world that starts to exist for the client.
In this world „normal“ pain or dis-agretment isnt existing any longer – a short reality comes up for
client and he starts to live in.
########################
More factors of vertex-coma
With my own experience I can say that Vertex-Coma is something new – that wasnt discovored till
now.

Like I could say that I have the negative symthoms of „psychotic episode“ before I turned „insane“
- so my speech was with less words and a lot of things – before I turned crazy. So it was more a
depression, that turned into a vertex-coma or „psychotic episode“.
I couldnt learn stuff very good and I didnt wanted to learn – or it was just in simple steps – long
before turning crazy.
Vertex-Coma as a form of schizophreia was long before I turned insane outside – but I also had it
after I turned crazy and I was under medic stuff.
Now you could say thats the normal case – but like I said I was on this level before and after turning
crazy – like I slept at day, a lower form of vertex-coma.
So my point of view is that vertex-coma should be more discovered for understanding
schizophrenia.
Like I had it in the past – I still have daydreams – and most of it are making me fear – some wors
later I will write what helps on it.
#####################################
12. Why is the time after vertex-coma so bad?
If you finaly awake from the „psychotic episode“ or vertex-coma – all is new – the thinking is
normal, but you dont know that its the normal feelig like after a long use of illegal drugs.
And the different to a normal point of view is that most times the senses are higher – after this
episode all is gray a bit.
Even daydreaming can bring you fear – my point of view is – the lower the brain activity is – the
more fears from vertex-coma are coming back – hidden fears based on forgoten elements of the
psychotic episode.
Like a feeling of fault an other stuff can make you sick – and powerless.

###############
13. What can help
I dont agree with science that to have less stress after this episodes are the „goal“ - like vertex-coma
is a total dis-agregment with reality – from inner-mind or self and not a problem with things
outisde.
Vertex-coma and problems because of realy bad situations that lived trouth are similar to each other
– because it goes away from realty – and makes reality to a nightmare in some points.
That means fear can take over.

So the way to get over it would be to become stronger – and not to give up – to find new strengh in
mental traning – like math and other stuff. A lot of programs for concentration-training, math and an
and are avaible for free, for mobile phones for example.
A inner „yes“ to life is the important stuff – to handle reality better and maybe to become more
sensitive for inner-self.
The worst case is that life-situation is on a lower level after vertex-coma or „psychotic episode“ most clients dont agree with it and are even in vertex-coma without to see it – just because they cant
go with life situation.
For sure it needs time – but this time is a must for standing up again and to give clients freedom.

#################
14. Allway the same

A big problem for clients can be that they cant handle the new situation – and so they speak allways
about same topics – dont get new interests and are starting to live in fear.
They live in fear because on one side they see that life cant go on like it was – and on the other side
they have to much deadreams – most with fear.
That can be the case when clients realy dont accept reality anymore – or even forgotten parts of
vertex-coma can bring problems.
So its realy a must to go over the stuff and to get interests again for present and future.
Without this – and without big training of mind and concentration – it can be end in a endless story.

For more informations – or questions – or if you have something to say, feel free to contact me over
wagnerjens86@gmail.com

